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Advance Praise for REVERSION by Amy Rogers
“REVERSION has everything I love about science thrillers: an exotic setting, a brilliant protagonist, a 
terrifying villain, and a story that takes readers on a wild ride across the frontiers of science. It’s a fun, 

frightening and memorable novel.”
—Mark Alpert, author of FINAL THEORY and EXTINCTION

REVERSION

Rabies kills. Can it also cure?

Tessa Price, PhD, knows what it’s like to lose a child to a genetic disease. To spare another mother this 
pain, she invents a radical new gene therapy that might save the life of seven-year-old Gunnar Sig-
runsson. Unable to get regulatory approval to treat Gunnar in the US, she takes her clinical trial to the 
Palacio Centro Medico, a resort-like hospital on a Mexican peninsula where rich medical tourists get 
experimental treatments that aren’t available anywhere else.

When the hospital is taken over by a brutal drug cartel, Tessa goes into hiding with a remarkable trio 
of Palacio clients—rich Texan Lyle Simmons, his much-younger Brazilian girlfriend, and his protection 
dog, a German shepherd named Dixie, only to learn that the gangsters aren’t the only deadly threat they 
face. A rabies-like infection that began in the Palacio’s research chimpanzees has spread to humans. 

discovery, Tessa must weigh the value of one human life against another—including her own.

In REVERSION, Amy Rogers pits cutting-edge biotechnology against the power of nature and asks, 
can a virus ever be truly tamed?

By Amy Rogers



Praise for Petroplague, a science thriller by Amy Rogers
“Petroplague is a terri� c thriller debut and Amy Rogers really knows her science.  Petroplague ratchets 
up the tension and danger with every chapter.  � e tense, tight plot and interesting characters kept me 

reading late into the night.  Amy Rogers is one to watch—I can’t wait for her next book.”
—Paul McEuen, author of SPIRAL

“� is is the best science thriller I’ve read this year. Maybe ever.”
—Seeley James, BookTrib

“Amy Rogers has done an excellent job of not only cra� ing an exciting and thrilling piece of lab lit 
� ction, but also of o� ering an education in the science behind the scenes.”

—LabLit.com

About the Author:

AMY ROGERS, MD, PhD, is a Harvard-educated writer, scientist, educator, and critic. Her science 
thriller Petroplague was part of International � riller Writers debut class 2011-2012. � rough her book 
review website, her publishing company Science� rillers Media, and her own science-themed � ction 
and journalism, Amy advocates for literate entertainment in the form of great stories with real science.
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